ABSTRACT Identifying and segmenting various kinds of highly profitable customers is a critical issue for telecom enterprises. However, the continual increase in the dimension and the volume of data makes traditional approaches inefficient and even unfeasible. To overcome these problems, a novel statistically motivated parallel large sum submatrix biclustering algorithm based on Spark MapReduce (SP-PLSS) is proposed in this paper. Different from traditional approaches, the SP-PLSS is driven by a newly proposed bicluster model, and clusters both customer samples and consumer attributes simultaneously so that it could finely identify and segment the highly profitable customers who share similarly upscale purchasing behavior on a small fraction of attributes. Furthermore, with the implementation of the MapReduce framework on a Spark platform, the SP-PLSS significantly improves the efficiency and scalability of handling the large dataset. The extensive experiments on a real-world telecom consumption data and synthetic large datasets show that, in comparison with other competing algorithms, the SP-PLSS could provide operators with a comparatively advanced, scalable, and feasible solution in identifying and segmenting highly profitable telecom customers with superior clustering results.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of communication technologies, telecom industry has witnessed the coming of the big data era in recent years. According to the statistics of the International Telecommunication Union, there are more than 7 billion mobile cellular subscriptions by the end of 2015, corresponding to a penetration rate of 97% up from 738 million in 2000 [1] . Due to the limitation of resources and manpower, there is an urgent need for telecom companies to identify and segment various homogeneous subgroups of highly profitable customers who contribute most of the enterprises' revenue [2] . The most obvious benefit is that it can allow operators to deploy resources more effective according to different subgroups' characteristics and then further offer personalized and differentiated services to maintain the good relationship
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wanqing Wu. with them. Nevertheless, nowadays conventional approaches of identifying and segmenting highly profitable customers are faced with two main challenges in the context of telecom big data. The first challenge comes from the critical limitation of traditional independent row-column clustering (IRCC) methods and existing biclustering algorithms, especially when dealing with highdimensional consumer records. So far, k-means algorithm [3] - [6] self-organizing maps (SOM) [7] - [12] , fuzzy cmeans (FCM) algorithm [13] - [16] and other IRCC methods have been widely considered in market segmentation. Among them, kmeans algorithm is the most commonly used technique. For example, Liu et al. [6] put forward a systematically integrated big data mining approach based on k-means to find out high value customers. Another related method SOM that can project high-dimensional input space onto a low-dimensional topology has been recently applied to market segmentation. For instance Yao et al. [10] proposed a SOM-Ward clustering algorithm to segment the customer base into exclusive customers, high-spending customers and mass customers, then predicted the potentially high-spending customers from the mass customers. Cuadros and Domínguez [11] firstly applied SOM Neural Network Clustering for segmentation of customers, and further calculated the real value of every segment to recognize the most valuable customers. However, the aforementioned two clustering algorithms are hard clustering algorithms which are hard to achieve overlapping market segmentation [12] . By contrast, FCM is more flexible and superior for the overlapping market segmentation. For instance, for identifying the highly profitable customers, Azadnia et al. [15] used FCM to cluster customers into several groups based on the weight of RFM variables and Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process. Yuliari [16] utilized FCM to divide customers into three groups, then selected profitable customer groups with high loyalty and low frequency but highest transaction using Fuzzy RFM parameters. In summary, IRCC methods have many significantly potential utilities in identifying highly profitable customers by using a one-way division of data to produce customer groups where customers behave similarly over all the segmentation variables. Nevertheless, with the continual increase in the dimension of data, more and more potentially appealing and valuable information is hidden inside local patterns where customers share similarity only on a small fraction of variables. Considering the limitation of IRCC methods, a few biclustering algorithms [17] - [20] have been introduced in market segmentation recently. For instance, Hu et al. [17] proposed a biclustering method based on improved apriori algorithm to find out subgroups of customers sharing similar frequent consumption patterns. Through utilizing an improved CC biclustering algorithm, Liu et al. [18] partitioned customers and products simultaneously to identify target markets, where customers' interests and needs fluctuate consistently on a subset of cosmetics products. Dolnicar et al. [19] introduced the Bimax algorithm to segments where customers are engaging in the subset of same vacation activities in tourism market. Unlike traditional segmentation variables, Wang et al. [20] used the BCBimax algorithm to identify homogenous subgroups of customers with common characteristics towards a subset of customer pain points. Nevertheless, without appropriate bicluster models to characterize the similarly upscale purchasing behavior on a small fraction of attributes, these existing biclustering algorithms are not so suitable to finely identify the highly profitable customers.
On the other hand, consumer records have been emerging an explosive growth in recent years, which makes conventional approaches encounter with another challenge, such as the low performance, poor reliability, high memory consumption and so on. Therefore, it is highly desirable to scale up traditional biclustering algorithms by using massively parallel/distributed computing or deep learning techniques [21] - [41] . In the last few decades, some parallel biclustering algorithms have been implemented based on Message Passing Interface (MPI) [25] - [27] .
However, the performance of MPI based approaches are badly depended on high and expensive performance requirements. Worse still, it provide little support in fault tolerance. Relative to MPI, MapReduce framework [28] coupled with its open source implementation in Hadoop [29] - [31] offers a better environment to process large-scale data, due to its advantages such as fault tolerance, dynamic flexibility support, and ease of use, etc. Up to now, several works have been done for implementing parallel biclustering algorithms based on Hadoop MapReduce [32] - [35] . For example, Papadimitriou and Sun [32] put forward a distributed co-clustering solution using MapReduce for those algorithms that employ a checkerboard decomposition of the original adjacency matrix into a grid of submatrices. Deodhar et al. [33] presented a parallel simultaneous co-clustering and learning (SCOAL) algorithm with MapReduce, which applies a divide-and-conquer approach to data analysis. Rathipriya et al. [35] presented a Evolutionary Biclustering Approach using MapReduce (EBA-MR) to scale the Genetic Algorithm (GA), then firstly applied it in web usage data. These parallel biclustering algorithms based on Hadoop MapReduce have achieved more favorable achievements in improving the efficiency and scalability. However, with implementation based on Hadoop MapReduce, the intermediate results and repeated variables should be frequently written to and loaded form the Hadoop Distribute File System (HDFS) for multiple MapReduce iterations. These processes cost much time for disk I/O operations and massive resources for communication and storage. Hence, Hadoop MapReduce is inefficient for most of iterative biclustering algorithms. Fortunately, to address these disadvantages, Apache Spark [36] inherits the advantages of Hadoop and implements a number of optimizations such as in memory computation, RDD data structure [37] for supporting iterative and online algorithms. Presently, more and more parallel algorithms based on Spark MapReduce have been raised to enhance the performance of Hadoop MapReduce, including SELM [38] , Chi-FRBCS-BigData algorithm [39] , Parallel Random Forest (PRF) [4] , KNN design based on Spark (kNN-IS) [41] . However, there are only few works [34] on parallel biclustering algorithms based on Spark MapReduce, let alone applications of these emerging parallel algorithm towards market segmentation problems.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, a novel statistically motivated parallel large sum submatrix biclustering algorithm based on Spark MapReduce (SP-PLSS) is proposed in this paper. Different from traditional approaches, SP-PLSS is driven by a novel bicluster model, and clusters customer samples and consumer attributes simultaneously to finely identify and segment the highly profitable customers who share similarly upscale purchasing behavior on a small fraction of attributes. Furthermore, with the implementation of the MapReduce framework on a Spark platform, SP-PLSS significantly improves the efficiency and scalability of handling the massive data. Eventually, with extensive studies on a real world telecom consumption data and large synthetic datasets, it has demonstrated that SP-PLSS could provide telecom operators with a comparatively efficient, scalable and feasible solution in identifying and segmenting highly profitable telecom customers with superior clustering results. To the best of our knowledge, only a few work has been done on parallel biclustering algorithms based on Spark MapReduce for segmenting and identifying highly profitable telecom customers. Hence this paper may be a feasible early work on how to finely identify and segment targeted market using emerging parallel biclustering techniques.
The main contribution of this paper can be viewed from the following aspects.
1) We present a novel large sum submatrix (LSS) algorithm to finely identify and segment highly profitable customers. Distinguished from the existing biclustering-based market segmentation methods, our method proposes a new bicluster model to tradeoff between submatrix size and total sum, such that it could better characterize the upscale purchasing characteristics of highly profitable customers. 2) We propose a parallel large sum submatrix (SPPLSS) algorithm based on Spark to further promote the efficiency and scalability of LSS. By applying a reasonable partitioning strategy, our SPPLSS algorithm makes the column wise search convenient and efficient in parallel. More importantly, our SPPLSS algorithm takes advantage of the characteristics of Spark to persist repeated variables and intermediate results in memory for multiple MapReduce iterations, thus accelerating the efficiency and scalability greatly. 3) Considering existing effectiveness evaluation indexes of clustering methods seldom take overlap into consideration, we present a novel effectiveness evaluation index Z in conjunction with three factors (coherence, separation and overlap) of clustering results to address the effectiveness evaluation problem of IRCC methods and biclustering. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review related work to provide the preliminaries. Then we present the LSS biclustering algorithm in detail in Section III. Afterward, parallel implementation of LSS biclustering based on Spark MapReduce is described in Section IV. In Section V, extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness, efficiency and scalability of the proposed parallel algorithm, respectively. Section VII concludes the paper and gives the main direction of the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce the general biclustering problem and popular types of bicluster patterns, then briefly review their applications to market segmentation.
A. THE GENERAL BICLUSTERING PROBLEM AND POPULAR PATTERNS
We represent a dataset of customer records as a m × n matrix A = a ij , where the element a ij corresponds to a spending value of the i th customer on the j th consumption item.
Defining its set of rows and columns as X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m } and Y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n }, we have A = (X , Y ). In general, a bicluster is a subset of rows that share similar behavior across a subset of columns, and vice versa [44] . The bicluster A IJ = (I , J ) thus is a subset of rows and a subset of columns where
Also a bicluster A IJ = (I , J ) can be defined as a k × l submatrix of matrix A. Now the biclustering problem can be generally formulated.
Problem 1 (The General Biclustering Problem): Given a data matrix A, we aim to find a collect of biclusters [42] .
The specific homogeneities of bicluster patterns vary from approach to approach. However, most of the bicluster patterns roughly fall into the following four major categories [42] .
Constant biclusters identify a set of rows with similar values within a subset of columns. A perfect constant bicluster is a submatrix A IJ = (I , J ), where all the elements have the same value and can be expressed by the following equation:
where µ is the typical value within the bicluster. A bicluster with constant values in the rows tries to discover a subset of rows with similar values across a subset of conditions, allowing the values to differ from row to row. A perfect bicluster with constant values in the rows is a submatrix A IJ = (I , J ), where all the elements meet one of the following expressions:
where µ is the typical value within the bicluster and α i is the adjustment for row. This adjustment can be displayed in an additive (2) or multiplicative way (3) . Similarly, a bicluster with constant in the columns identifies a subset of columns within which a subset of rows have similar values, assuming that the values may differ from column to column. A perfect bicluster with constant values in the rows is a submatrix A IJ = (I , J ), where all the elements meet one of the following expressions:
where µ is the typical value within the bicluster and β j is the adjustment for column. Biclusters with coherent values include additive model and multiplicative model. In the biclusters with multiplicative model, each row or column is equivalent to another row or column multiplied by a constant. A perfect bicluster with multiplicative model is a submatrix A IJ = (I , J ), whose values a ij can be predicted by the following expression:
where µ is the typical value within the bicluster, α i is the adjustment for row and β j is the adjustment for column. In the biclusters with additive model, each row or column is equivalent to another row or column plus a constant. A perfect bicluster with additive model is a submatrix A IJ = (I , J ), whose values a ij can be obtained by the following expression:
where µ is the typical value within the bicluster, α i is the adjustment for row and β j is the adjustment for column. Instead of directly analyzing the numeric values, the biclusters with coherent evolutions aim to search for coherent patterns regardless of the exact numeric values. To be more specific, it includes biclusters with coherent evolution on the columns, biclusters with coherent evolution on the rows and biclusters with coherent sign changes on rows and columns.
B. EXISTING BICLUSTERING-BASED MARKET SEGMENTATION METHODS
Presently, a few researchers have begun to introduce biclustering algorithms in market segmentation problems. For instant, Dolnicar et al. [16] introduced the Bimax algorithm that is capable of finding biclusters with constant (see Fig. 1(a) ) to identify segments where customers are engaging in the subset of same vacation activities. Analogously, to discover homogenous subgroups of customers with common attitudes towards a subset of customer pain points, Wang et al. [17] used the BCBimax algorithm to detect a set of biclusters with constant value (see Fig. 1(a) ) of 1 from the binary customer pain points matrix. Liu et al. proposed an improved CC biclustering technique to find biclusters with coherent values (see Fig. 1(d) ) in cosmetics market segmentation, so that it can recognize targeted customers sharing coherent interests and needs on a subset of cosmetics products. With the purpose of mining customer subgroups with similar frequent patterns, Hu et al. [14] firstly transformed the quantized ordinal segment variables into a transaction database, and then presented a biclustering method based on improved apriority algorithm. Since this biclustering algorithm focuses on the order of the columns in the bicluster, it can obtain biclusters with coherent evolutions (see Fig. 1(d) ).
As discussed above, most of the existing biclustering algorithms [14] - [17] emphasize on using one of popular bicluster patterns to characterize different customer segments' behavior. Different from the previous work, this paper focuses on identifying and segmenting various highly profitable customers. Since the most typical characteristic of those customers is that their total consumption is significantly higher than ordinary customers on a small fraction of consumer items, we need to choose or develop a biclustering algorithm that is able to identify a collection of submatrices with larger sum and size, relative to the rest of the data matrix. Obviously, from Fig. 1 , we notice that existing bicluster patterns are not so suitable to characterize the characteristic of highly profitable customers. For this reason, we introduce a new bicluster pattern: large sum bicluster. The total sum of the large sum bicluster is significantly larger than the rest submatrices. In the case of customer records data, large sum bicluster reveals subgroups of customers sharing significantly upscale purchasing behavior on a subset of consumer items than ordinary customers.
III. THE PROPOSED LARGE SUM SUBMATRIX ALGORITHM
We now introduce our algorithm formally. First, we formulate the proposed bicluster pattern and target problem. Then, we present an efficient algorithm to search such type of bicluster.
A. PROBLEM FROMULATION AND DEFINITIONS
As stated in the previous section, this paper focus on identifying and segmenting highly profitable customers. From the point of mathematics, our problem is to find a submatrix with larger sum and size relative to the rest submatrices in the data matrix. To this end, we employ the additive submatrix model [43] for the observed data matrix. Then, we derive a significance based score function to evaluate and compare each submatrix using a Bonferroni-corrected p-value that is based on the size and sum of the observed submatrix under the Gaussian null model. Finally, with this proposed score function, we transform our problem into another problem that discovers the submatrix with the largest score from the given matrix. Details are presented formally as follows.
Motivated by the additive submatrix model hypothesized in [43] , we regard a data matrix A as the sum of k constant and potentially overlapping submatrices plus noise, under which VOLUME 7, 2019 all the elements can be stated as the following expression:
where I k (I k ⊆ X ) and J k (J k ⊆ Y ) are the row and column sets of the k th submatrix. α k ∈ R is the level of the k th submatrix. I (·) is an indicator function equal to one when the condition in parentheses holds, and vice versa. {ε ij are independent N (0, 1) random variables.
When k =, the model (8) reduces to a simple Gaussian null model, under which all the elements can be reformulated as:
Definition 1 (Significant Based Score Function): Given a m × n data matrix A if its elements satisfy a simple Gaussian null model (9) a significance based score function assigned to a k × l submatrix U of A with total sum τ (τ > 0) can be defined as:
Theorem 1: The term in square bracket of equation (10) is equivalent to the upper bound on the probability of the event B that there exists a k × l submatrix with total sum greater than or equal to τ in a m × n Gaussian random matrix A Proof:
where N = m k n l is the number of k × l submatrices in a m × n matrix, U i is the i th element of U From the joint probability density function standpoint, we have P(B) ≤ P(Sum(U i ) ≥ τ ), U i U Because elements of submatrix U i are sampled from Gaussian random matrix A, we have Sum
. Hence, the upper bound on the probability of the event B is equal to the term in square bracket of equation (10). 
Based on the above analysis, if the score of submatrix A IJ is larger, it is more reasonable to reject the null hypothesis and affirms that submatrix A IJ is the large sum bicluster. In this way, we transform our problem into another problem of finding the large sum bicluster from the given matrix.
B. PROPOSED LARGE SUM SUBMATRIX ALGORITM
It is quite infeasible to search over every possible bicluster in a brute-force enumeration way. Inspired by [43] , we presented a heuristically greedy procedure. The procedure iteratively updates the row and column sets of a candidate submatrix in a greedy fashion.
More specifically, there are two basic iterative search phases of the basic search procedure, fix size search phase and adaptive size search phase. In the first phase, the algorithm initially tries to identify a small fixed size but stable candidate bicluster in such a way that the local search is performed alternating between row and column, while holding the other fixed. The adaptive size search phase begins with the identified candidate bicluster, and then adaptively selects the optimal number of rows and columns to maximize the score function in a similar way as the former phase. Each basic search procedure produces a submatrix that is the local maximum of the score function. To get the most significant submatrix, the basic procedure is repeated for N times. The accurate number of iterations depends on the distribution of the observed data, and can be experimentally determined. In the case of the following telecom customer data, we found that 1000 iterations of the basic procedure are sufficient for the stable performance of the algorithm. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the basic search procedure. After a significant bicluster with large score is discovered, its mean is subtracted from the corresponding elements of A to construct a residual matrix. The process is repeated until the score function of the new bicluster falls below a threshold, or predefined numbers of biclusters are produced. The pseudo code of LSS biclustering is illustrated inAlgorithm 2
IV. THE PROPOSED LARGE SUM SUBMATRIX ALGORITHM BASED ON SPARK
To promote the efficiency and scalability of LSS for identifying and segmenting various highly profitable customers in the 
Besides, we also highlight that our parallel design is based on the MapReduce paradigm so that it can be flexibly deployed on cloud computing platforms such as Hadoop and Spark.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the basic search procedure of the LSS consists of two following main phases: fix size search phase and adaptive size search phase. These two search phases are both performed iteratively by alternating between row and column, while holding the other fixed. Hence, the straightforward idea is to initiate two MapReduce tasks for each iteration of these two phases respectively. One is for row-wise search and the other is for column-wise search. Furthermore, as the way of partitions for RDD can be controlled by programmers, and it will have great effect on the efficiency of the parallel algorithm. Therefore, we also try our best to make more computations performed efficiently by partitioning the datasets reasonably. In the initial stage, the dataset is transformed into RDDs. Considering computations of row-wise search are based on rows while those of column-wise search are based on columns; we partition the RDDs according to rows for row-wise search and partition the RDDs according to columns for column-wise search. This partition strategy makes most of column-wise search calculations more convenient and efficient in parallel.
In SP-PLSS, each iteration of the fix size search phase consists of two MapReduce tasks, denoted as MRI and MRII respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the process of the MRI based on the MapReduce paradigm that aims to search k rows with the largest sum over the columns in J . Let TR − RDD = {TR 1 −RDD, TR 2 −RDD, . . . , TR i −RDD, . . . , TR t −RDD} be a set of partitions that are read from HDFS and split according to rows, where t is the number of the partitions and TR i − RDD is the i th element of TR − RDD. Let J be a subset of columns which is selected randomly during the initializing phase or updated by the previous iteration. Assume that these two broadcast variables have been previously cached on the distributed memory. Each map task loads the i th TR − RDD, and then computes sums of each row over the columns in J . Let sum = {sum 1 sum 2 , . . . , sum j , . . . , sum m is a set of row sums over the columns in J , where m is the number of row in TR i − RDD, sum j is the j th element of sum. Afterward the transformation in Spark to sort the sums in the descending order in parallel, then update I and largestSum which are tow broadcast variables, finally output a key-value pair <key= largestSum, value=I >. Therefore, we can get k rows with the largest sum from I . In the case of MRII, its calculations are analogous to MRI. They differ mainly in their search direction: MRI is based on TR − RDD row while MRII is based on TR − RDD column which is partitioned according to columns.
Similarly, each iteration of the adaptive search phase consists of two MapReduce tasks, denoted as MRIII and MRIV respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates the process of MRIII based on the MapReduce paradigm which is to search optimal rows with the largest score over the columns in J . As shown in Fig. 3 , the process of the map task and the first process of the reduce task are similar to MRI. Let sum = {sum 1 sum 2 , . . . , sum j , . . . , sum m be a set of row sums sorted in the descending order. After the sortbyvalue process, the reduce task then calculates the scores of possible biclusters composed by different number of rows. Let score=score 1 score 2 , . . . , score k , . . . , score m be a set of scores of these possible biclusters, where
represents the score of a potential bicluster composed of k rows. Let largestScore = score k = Max (score k ) k ∈ [1, m] is the largest score. Afterward, it searches the optimal bicluster with the largest score and update I and largestScore which are tow broadcast variables. Finally it output a key-value pair <key=largestScore value=I >. Therefore, we can get optimal rows with the largest sum from I . Since the calculations of MRIII are analogous to MRIV, the details of MRIV are omitted for space lack.
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code of the whole method with precise details of the functions utilized in Spark, which mainly contains four parts. The main work of part one (Lines 1-6) are initializing parameters and transforming the input data matrix into RDD objects partitioned according to rows and columns in form of key-value pair. The second part (Lines 9-16) finds out a fixed size sub-matrix with the largest sum. Afterward, the third part (Lines 17-31) is to search for the optimal bicluster with the largest score. The last part (Lines 32-34) outputs the results.
V. EXPERIMENTS
There are three parts of experiments in this section. In the first part, an empirical study is carried out to examine the potential utilities of SP-PLSS on a real world telecom data. Then, SP-PLSS is compared with other competing algorithms to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering results. with MatlabR2013a. The parameter values of SP-PLSS and other algorithms are specified in Table 1 . The data set is provided by a donating company in the 10th Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge and Data Mining (PAKDD) 2006 Data Mining Competition held in Singapore. It consists of a large number of expenses recorded by 24,000 customer profiles in the last six months, each of which involves 251 attributes such as average billing amount, phone specific data, detailed usage, average SMS billing amount and so forth. As a proportion of the data is missing, noisy or diverse, 17,500 customers and 64 attributes are screened out ultimately with appropriate eliminate procedures. Besides, to express the relationship between the customers and attributes visually, abbreviations of various attributes are employed to replace the original name, as shown in Table 2 .
A. THE EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this subsection, an empirical study is utilized to examine the potential utilities of SP-PLSS in finely identifying and segmenting highly profitable customers. The procedure of using SP-PLSS to conduct highly profitable customers' identification and segmentation includes four interrelated parts, i.e., data preprocessing, customer segmentation, value evaluation, formulating marketing strategy.
1) DATA PREPROCESSING
Since the score function of SP-PLSS is based on the normal distribution and is sensitive to departures from normality, we normalize the original data by the following formula:
, where a j = 1
To obtain the diverse and significant segments, the minimum customers (rows) in the biclusters are 1750 (about 10% of the whole data set) and the minimum of attributes must be more than 3. Based on the restrictions, 11 biclusters are identified, as listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that the 11 segments cover 84.4% of the whole attributes, which can be served as a strong argument for the further personalized and differentiated marketing strategy.
3) VALUE EVALUATION
After obtaining 11 segments, evaluating the value of customers in each segment is a crucial part. Various effective models have been applied to evaluate the value of the customers such as RFM analytic model [46] , customer life time (CLV) [47] and so on. However, due to the diversity of consumption attributes in each segment obtained by SP-PLSS, these models are unsuitable to evaluate the value of customers. Aiming at this problem, we propose a reasonable value scale L for evaluating the value of customers, which is described as follow: (12) where t j refers to the total consumption value of j th attribute of customers in the k th cluster. T j indicates the total consumption value of j th attribute of all customers in the data matrix. The larger value of L is, the higher value of customers is We conduct a comparison of L between SP-PLSS and other competing algorithms, which is presented in Table 4 From Table 4 , the total number of customers of the Cluster 1 (16462 customers, 94.1%) generated by k-means algorithm and Cluster 5 (15685 customers, 89.6%) produced by FCM algorithm have exceeded 80%, which are incompatible with the criterion of highly profitable customers. Therefore, the results of these two clusters are neglected. Furthermore, we can see that the maximum values of L obtained by k-means and FCM are 0.0703 and 0.1132, whereas the minimum value of L generated by SP-PLSS is 0.1374. If the segments with the maximum value of L were accepted as highly profitable customers obtained by IRCC methods, we have ample reason to conclude that all segments located by SP-PLSS can be regarded as different types of highly profitable customers. With this criterion, we also can see that the number of highly profitable customers captured by BBC and ITL are 1 and 3 respectively. In conclusion, SP-PLSS shows a better performance of identifying and segmenting highly profitable customers than other competing algorithms, thanks to its appropriate bicluster model.
4) FORMULATING MARKETING STRATEGY
Before formulating personalized and differentiated marketing strategy, we have to discover typical consumer attributes from each segment. The correlation between consumer attributes and segments with a succinct expression is displayed in Fig. 4 , where each row represents one attribute and each column indicates a bicluster (a highly profitable segment). The middle portions of those black areas denote the ratio between the total consumption of customers in the segment and that of all customers for the consumer attribute, ranging from 0 (black) to 1(white) on a greyscale. The lighter the grey the more typical of consumer attributes.
As shown in Fig. 4 , Segment 1 (5912 customers, 33.8% of the sample) involves 16 attributes in common, including ''NUM_ACT_TEL,'' ''TOT_DIS_INT,'' ''AVG_MINS_OB,'' and so forth. Among those attributes, the most characteristic attributes for this segment (as highlighted by the lighter grey middle section of the black fields in Fig. 1) are ''AVG_EXTRAN_RATIO,'' ''AVG_M2M_CALL_RATIO'' and ''AVG_SPHERE,'' because their ratio is 4.53, 3.18, 2.38, respectively. Hence, we can deduce that customers of segment 1 belong to the highly profitable commercial customers who tend to make more international calls during peak time.
Analogously, 10 attributes of Segment 2 (5137 customers, 29.4% of the sample) are ''AVG_MINS_OBOP,'' ''AVG_MINS_T1'' and ''AVG_CALL_T1,'' etc. Compared with Segment 1, two typical attributes (''AVG_MINS_OBOP'' and ''AVG_MINS_T1'') are also mentioned in Segment 2
It is therefore reasonable to infer that customers of Segment 2 are highly profitable international chatting customers who prefer to make international calls during off-peak hours. By synthesizing the features of Segment 1, operators can formulate personalized-discount packages to meet with the requirements of customers for these two segments.
Nevertheless, what distinguishes Segment 6 (3829 customers, 21.9% of the sample) from Segment 1 is that 6 attributes of Segment 6 just simply refer to the international calls(''AVG_EXTRAN_RATIO''''AVG_M2M_CALL_ RATIO,'' etc.) instead of Top international network call numbers. Theoretically, Segment 6 can be merged into Segment 1, but it remains ultimately to achieve the more specific market segmentation. Therefore, operators can offer international calls relevant discounted packages to them.
Furthermore, customers of Segment 3 (7062 customers, 40.4% of the sample) only have five attributes in common, including ''NUM_ACT_TEL,'' ''LOYALTY_POINTS,'' ''AVG_CALL_1900'' and ''AVG_BUCKET_UTIL.'' By analyzing its typical attributes, it can conclude that customers of Segment 3 belong to highly profitable loyal customers who always have more calls and minutes. Therefore, operators should allocate resources reasonably according to the actual condition to maintain their loyalty.
Continuously, Segment 4 (4052 customers, 23.2% of the sample) is related to 13 attributes (''AVG_MINS,'' ''AVG_CALL_IB,'' ''AVG_CALL,'' etc.). Apparently, the most characteristic attributes are ''AVG_USAGE_DAYS'' and ''AVG_PK_MINS_RATIO.'' Taking all attributes into consideration, customers not only prefer to use telephone in high frequency, but also consume more internal telephone in peak and peak-off time. Theoretically, Segment 11 (5450 customers, 31.1% of the sample) can be merged into Segment 4 to genera ten larger customer group, since customer so Segment 4 and Segment 11 are highly profitable domestic customers. However, whether to merge Segment 11 into Segment 4 depends on further investigations into the actual requirements of the market.
All members of Segment 5 (5974 customers, 34.1% of the sample) are engaged in 13 attributes: ''AVG_MINS_INTT1,'' ''AVG_VAS_SR,'' ''AVG_BILL_VOICEI,'' etc. Surprisingly, Segment 5 completely differs from segments above on three specific characteristics related to top network, international calls and automatic roaming minutes. Hence, customers of this segment belong to highly profitable customers with international top network. Undoubtedly, it is a chance for operators to strengthen the stickiness in top international network call byre commending international travel discount packages regularly.
The most characteristic attributes of Segment 7(5726 customers, 32.7% of the sample) comprise of six attributes, including ''AVG_VAS_SMS,'' ''AVG_BILL_SMS'' and so on. Due to the large amount of expenditure for SMS and domestic calls, customers of Segment 7 can be classified as highly profitable chatting customers. According to the principle of diversification in profit model, operators should further expand SMS service to increase profitability channels.
Attributes of Segment 8 (2811 customers, 16.1% of the sample) are ''AVG_M2M_CALL_RATIO,'' ''AVG_ MINS_MOB,''''AVG_PK_MINS_RATIO,''''AVG_CALL_ INTRAN,'' ''AVG_CALL_MOB'' and so forth. With the purpose of increasing customer loyalty, establishing relevant mobile privilege packages is a good choice to satisfy these highly profitable mobile customers who have more average number of calls and minutes.
Simultaneously, customers in Segment 9 (3153 customers, 18.0% of the sample) prefer to use settlement phone and have more international calls according to the 8 common attributes (''AVG_MINS_FIX,''''AVG_CALL_EXTRANT1,''''AVG_ EXTRAN_RATIO,'' etc.). Based on analysis of these attributes, customers are accustomed to have international calls via stationary telephone. Considering the requirements of these highly profitable international family users, international privilege project, international family cornet project and other packages could be drafted by operators.
Last but not least, members of Segment 10 (2268 customers, 13.0% of the sample) touch on 18 attributes in common, including ''AVG_BILL_VOICEI,'' ''AVG_MINS_ INTT1.'' Moreover, except for international calls, ''AVG_MINS_1900,'' ''AVG_VAS_GAMES'' and ''AVG_ VAS_GBSMS'' are other three typical features. Apparently, as highly profitable comprehensive customers, customers of segment 10 are favor of international calls, game cellular and global messages. There is no doubt that operators should attach more attention to those highly profitable customers and formulate proper marketing program to achieve sustainable profits.
B. EFFCTIVENESS EVALUATION
At present, there are a series of effective indexes which are widely used in the IRCC methods evaluation problem, such as Dunn's index [48] , Silhouette method [5] and Calinski-Harabasz index [50] , etc. In general, these validity indexes only take separation and coherence into consideration. When it comes to the biclustering evaluation problem, the mentioned indexes are insufficient to assess the quality of the calculate overlap and propose a comprehensive validity index called Z index.
Given a data matrix A with a set of rows X and a set of columns Y . Then the cluster problem is to find a set of clusters C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C K }, where K is the number of clusters. The k th cluster is represented as C k = (I k J k ), where I k is a subset of X and J k is a subset of Y Element a ij corresponds to a value representing the relation between row i and column j.
Coherence C The coherence exhibited by the clusters can be assessed by the sum of mean squared residue MSR , which is defined as:
where a iJ k is the mean of the i th row in the k th cluster, a I k j indicates the mean of the j th column in the k th cluster, and a I k J k refers to the mean of all the elements in the k th cluster. The lower the C, the stronger the coherence exhibited by the cluster. Separation S Mathematically, the separation of clustering results can be formulated as:
where d(C k C) indicates the Euclidean distance between cluster centers of the k th cluster and that of all samples on the basis of the attributes of the k th cluster, |J k | is the number of columns of the k th cluster. The bigger the S is, the larger the difference among clusters is Overlap O Assumed that cluster C A and C B were overlapped, namely, there is at least one element a ij ∈ A such that a ij ∈ C A and a ij ∈ C B , simultaneously. The overlap of clustering results can be defined as follows:
where γ indicates the noise, whose value is a random number, ranging from 0 to 1. The total number of overlapped clusters for the i th sample in the k th cluster is represented as ρ ik . Note that, the higher value of O means the better performance of clustering results. Comprehensive Index Z By combining the coherence, separation and overlap mentioned above, a comprehensive index Z is defined to evaluate the quality of clustering results, which is expressed as:
As described in the equation (8) , the index Z is in conjunction with three factors (coherence, separation and overlap). It tends to increase Z with the first factor coherence increasing. On the other hand, since the second factor separation VOLUME 7, 2019 is determined by the distance between cluster center and data center, Z will decrease as the distance becomes larger. Finally, the last factor, overlap will try to reduce Z when it increases. As discussed above, the three factors are found to compete with and balance each other critically. Clusters with the smaller Z possess the better quality.
In order to compare the quality of the clusters produced by different algorithms, we conducted a comparison of SP-PLSS with other algorithms. The results are summarized in Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , the comprehensive manifestation of biclustering algorithms has obvious and significant advantages compared with other two classic IRCC methods. Despite the value of S of SP-PLSS is the smallest, the clusters found by SP-PLSS get the much better values in the foremost Z than the other methods. On the other hand, a further analysis by comparing the results generated from biclustering algorithms indicates that SP-PLSS has a more perfect performance in Z. That is to say, SP-PLSS can achieve more superior clustering results than other competing algorithms.
C. EFFICIENCY AND SCALABILITY EVALUATIONS
Consequently, we verify the parallel performance of SP-PLSS on several enlarging synthetic datasets from three perspectives: speedup and scaleup of SP-PLSS, scalability of SP-PLSS under different dimensionalities, comparison of speedup of SP-PLSS with MR-PLSS.
1) EXPERIMENTS FOR SPEEDUP AND SCALEUP OF SP-PLSS
Speedup and scaleup are two major performances of parallel algorithms. At the beginning, the meanings of speedup and scaleup are depicted as follows.
The speedup is to measure the scalability when the number of slave nodes is increasing, which can be measured as:
where m is the number of slave nodes, t 1 is the executing time of SP-PLSS running on a single slave node, and t m is the executing time of SP-PLSS with m slave nodes. The scaleup is defined as:
To evaluate how well the proposed parallel algorithm processes larger data sets when more slave nodes are available, the number of slave nodes vary from 1 to 8, and the sample sizes by the replication of original data are set to be 1million to 5 million. The speedup and scaleup performance of SP-PLSS are depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The speedup in the perfect parallel system tends to be ideally linear. Nevertheless, it is known that the linear speedup is difficult to achieve due to the increasing cost of network communications. As shown in Fig. 5 , we can see that with the increase of the dataset size, the speedup of SP-PLSS tends to be approximately linear, especially for the large dataset. Besides, it is also noticeable that a better speedup would be obtained with datasets becoming larger. Therefore, it can be implied that SP-PLSS has a good speedup performance, especially for larger datasets.
In an ideal case, the value of scaleup could be in the vicinity of one. However, the scaleup in distributed implementation is impossible to equal to one constantly in practice. In general, the scaleup of a parallel algorithm has a decline trend gradually with the proportional growth of both the number of slave nodes and the size of data. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the scaleup performance of SP-PLSS declines slowly with the increasing size of the dataset. In other words, SP-PLSS has very excellent scaleup and adaptability in largescale datasets.
2) EXPERIMENTS FOR SCALABILITY OF SP-PLSS UNDER DIFFERENT DIMENSIONALITIES
When the dimensionality increases, SP-PLSS have to spend more time for the column wise search. Hence, testifying the scalability of SP-PLSS under different dimensionalities is also necessary. We run SP-PLSS on a cluster where the number of slave nodes is 10, and the samples are set to be 2 million, 4 million, 8 million with 2,4,6,8,10 dimensionalities respectively. From Fig. 7 , the running times of SP-PLSS increases with the increase of the dimensionality, while the whole running time maintains growing slightly, especially for the larger dataset. This result indicates that SP-PLSS has good scalability under with the increase of the number of dimensionalities besides being capable of dealing with larger datasets. 
3) EXPERIMENTS FOR COMPARISON OF SPEEDUP WITH MR-PLSS
To compare the parallel performance of SP-PLSS with MR-PLSS, we run these two parallel algorithm in a cluster where the number of slave nodes ranges from 1 to 8 and sample size are set to be 2million, 4million, and 8million. Fig. 8 shows the speedups of SP-PLSS and MR-PLSS. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the overall speedup performance of SP-PLSS is better than MR-PLSS. Specially, when the sample size becomes larger, the speedup performance of SP-PLSS are much superior to MR-PLSS. The reason might be concluded as follows. As for MP-PLSS with the increase of the dataset, more and more intermediate results and repeated variables should be written into and loaded from local disks or HDFS. On the contrary, the SP-PLSS exploits the excellent in-memory computing characteristic of Spark to cache these enlarging intermediate results and repeated variables in the distributed memory. Hence, it reduces substantially the transformation cost and thus accelerates the whole computational process.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the big data environment of telecommunications markets, the rapidly increasing drastic competition makes highly profitable customers become more and more significant for operators. Efficient and scalable methods to identify and segment different kinds of highly profitable customers from largescale customer records are critically demanded by many enterprises. However, the enlarging dimension and volume of datasets makes traditional approaches inefficient and even unfeasible. Therefore, it is an urgent need to propose an effective, scalable and feasible approach to address the critical problem in our study.
In this paper, a novel statistically motivated parallel LSS biclustering is proposed and implemented based on Spark framework to enhance the fineness, efficiency and scalability of identifying and segmenting highly profitable telecom customers. Different from traditional approaches, SP-PLSS is driven by a novel bicluster model, and clusters customer samples and consumer attributes simultaneously to finely identify and segment the highly profitable customers who share similarly upscale purchasing behavior on a small fraction of attributes. Specifically, through making full use of the excellent characteristics of Spark, it achieve a better efficiency and scalability for processing large-scale dataset on commodity hardware than other parallel computing framework like Hadoop. Eventually, with extensive studies on a real world telecom consumption data and enlarging synthetic datasets, it has demonstrated that SP-PLSS could provide telecom operators with a comparatively efficient, scalable and feasible solution in identifying and segmenting highly profitable telecom customers.
Concluding, although the proposed parallel model SP-PLSS is developed to satisfy the meticulous, efficient and scalable requirements of identifying and segmenting various highly profitable telecom customers in the big data environment for a particular application, it is general enough to be utilized for other similar problems towards data intensive industries as well. Hence, we will focus on extending the use of SP-PLSS to other similar application scenarios such as traffic congestion recognition problem, gene expression analysis in the near future. Furthermore, we will also improve the data allocation and task scheduling mechanism to give full play to the efficiency and scalability of SP-PLSS on a distributed and parallel environment.
